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ART 321: Open for business
course overview

This term we will design and develop brand identities, strategies and systems for two businesses 

one actual, one fictional. The first project will be for a local N and NE Portland micro business. 95% 

of Portland’s economy are small businesses making them a backbone of our region. All three 321 

classes will be developing visual identities and systems for clients of MESO (Micro Enterprise Services 

of Oregon / mesopdx.org).  

 

MESO’s clients are at or below 50% of median income percentage. MESO uses grant funds for  

assisting their clients with inventory, rent, remodel, emergencies, equipment purchase, business or 

medical insurance, staffing subsidy and marketing. MESO’s no interest loan funds are used to make 

these business owers/businesses bankable and assist with credit repair. Like all non-profits MESO 

operates on a shoe string budget and because their client needs are so many generally beyond the 

basic marketing of business cards, brochures we cannot fund the level of assistance the PSU-GD  

students can provide. 

 

Our second project will be to develop an identity and branding system for a fictional business  

determined by the student. (Exception: no design or design related firms.)

Branding & Brand Identity + Strategy

According to Alina Wheeler author of Designing Brand Identity: A Complete Guide to Creating Building and 

Maintaining Strong Brands a brand is the promise, the big idea, and expectations that reside in 

each customer’s mind about a product, service or company. Branding is about making an  

emotional connection… Wheeler states that the brand identity process is rigorous and demanding — 

and it is comprised of investigation, research and analysis, strategic thinking, design excellence, and 

project management skills (including collaboration and team-building skills, planning and scheduling,  

presentation skills, and persuasive writing). An identity system is a construct for controlling the use of 

trademarks and elements on all applications. The meaning of a brandmark (or trademark) is distilled, 

assigned and evolves over time. Its meaning is developed through its use in applications and in context. 

 

Marty Nemeier in The Brand Gap: How to Bridge the Distance Between Business Strategy and 

Design asserts that a brand is NOT: a logo, trademark, logotype or symbol; NOT a corporate identity 

system; NOT a product — nor its sales or distribution. He says, [a] brand is an invisible layer of meaning 

that surrounds a product, service or company. A brand is a person’s gut feeling about a product, service 

or company. A brand is defined by individuals who each create their own version of it. When enough 

people arrive at the same gut feeling a company can be said to have a brand. While companies can’t 

have total control over this process, they can influence it by communicating the qualities that makes this 

product, service or company different from another product, service or company.
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working with clients 
process + strategy
1.  Listen. Listen intently, carefully, 

—with your heart + mind to your client.

  Listen on a multiple levels. Listen not just to what  
people say—but listen to what they mean, which is  
different sometimes from what they say.

2.  Ask a lot of questions. Interview all stakeholders.

 Who is the client? What do they do?  
 What is the meaning of their name?
 What is their mission?
 How is your service carried out?
 What is your primary message? 

  What makes you different from similar/competing  
products, services, organizations?

 Who is the audience/target market?

 What is the primary message of the piece? 
 What is the tone/manner of the message?
 What is the goal of the piece?

3.   Determine the priority—the essence of—the client’s ideas/
info/message/s. Ask yourself and the client: what is the 
most important idea to be communicated?  Can you  
distill the message?—to its most simple, direct form?

4.  Think like the audience.

 Think like an outsider.

 Think as a lay person.

5.   Carefully consider the context (the method and means of 

distribution). When and where is your audience going to 
come across this information or message. — at home? 
outside? in the car? by mail? at work? sitting down? 
standing up? Next to many other same or similar types 
of ephemera?

6.   What are the mandatory requirements of the 
assignment? (budget, legalities, company policy?)
Special guidelines/considerations?

 Deliverables/formats/placement/context. 
 
7.  Communicate the message. 

  Inspire, persuade, inform and seduce using design  
principles: scale, color, language, type, images…

 — Does the design fit?
 — Is the design clear/immediate?
 — Does the design have IMPACT? 
 — Does the design have street presence?
 — Is the design useful? informative? interesting?
 — Is the design persuasive and inspirational?
 — Does the design look important, authoritative,exciting? 
  —  Hook the audience and then you have a chance to 

get them understand the entirety of the message  
and your client.

8.  Test your message. User testing. 
 
8.  Evaluate outcomes.

ART 321 Bingaman-Burt/Charman/North 
Open for business themes 
business think
This term we will investigate the important relationship between 

graphic design and business. Design and business are married. 

Designers must be in touch with the core needs of business and 

be business-minded people in their own right.  

   Designers must be capable of articulating the ways in which 

design supports and grows business and how design can define 

and express a business’ identity. 

   Topics we will touch upon through project one: Design is 

Business, Design Management, Designer-Client Relationships, 

Selling Design, Budgets, Schedules, Proposals; and Design in the 

Service of Business: Design Strategy, Strategic Design Planning, 

Symbols + Trademarks, Brand Identity, Advertising, Marketing and 

Public Relations.

relationship think. process think.
How do designers find and create successful relationships with 

clients? How does a project flow from start to finish? What struc-

tures and processes facilitate the design process? How is a piece 

conceived and how was it received by the client? How many initial 

ideas do designers present to a client? The use of mood boards 

or narrative structures to develop ideas and create a look and 

feel. Focus groups, user testing, user/audience as designer and 

ethnography. Reflection and evaluation: did the end user find the 

product useful? Was the solution successful?

studio culture think. 
How do the corporate structures of the studio, responsibilities and 

working processes of designers, art directors and creative direc-

tors vary from an ad agency and an in-house design department 

differ from a design studio? Consider the culture of different types 

of design studios: Do the designers present their own work to 

the client or is there an account executive who presents for the 

designer? Do the designers work in teams?  

job getting think. skill sets think. 
What do prospective firms/art directors for when hiring a new 

designer? What are the most important qualities needed in a 

designer?
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ART 321 Bingaman-Burt/Charman/North 
Open(pdx) for business

assignment #1 PROJeCt OVeRVieW

N + NE portland MESO 
micro businesses
 
 Develop a brand identity — a “look and feel” and applications for one of MESO’s clients. 
Each student will apply their “look and feel”  to their client’s list of deliverables.
You will find a design brief with deliverables list for each client on our class blog “openpdx.edu”. 

From Wheeler (p. 11; refer to Wheeler’s examples):  
What a brand identity can do (Sylvia Harris):

— Express the kind of organization you are

— Reassure the public that you are who you say you are

— Connect your organization to images and ideas

— Serve as a thread for equity building over time

— Provide consistency over communication channels

 
From Wheeler (pp 68–69; refer to Wheeler’s examples):  
Look and feel is the visual language that makes a system proprietary and immediately  

recognizable. It also expresses a point of view. This support system of color, imagery, typography, 

and composition is what makes an entire program cohesive and differentiated. 

    In the best programs designers create an overall look that resonates in the mind of the  

customer and rises above the clutter of ta visual environment. All elements of a visual language 

should be intentionally designer to advance the brand strategy, each doing its part and working 

together as a whole to unify and distinguish.

…

Each design brief requires the design of a visual system with the following: color palette  

(Wheeler pp 110–113), imagery, and typography (Wheeler pp 114–115), —optional: sensory.

Goals for brand identity for our MESO clients
 

 1]  Original, thoughtful, conceptual solution for a visual identity that has an underlying idea that 
conveys the essence of the business. Creative brand expressions or touchpoints that reach 
specified audience/s in specified situations.

 2] Touch a receptive chord in the viewer and target audience—MUST BE authentic—expressive 

 3] Be memorable—have a strong identifiable visual presence / visual impact. 

 4]  Cohesive — provide a clear and consistent visual language throughout various formats 
(works well across media, scale, b+w and color).
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321: Assignment #1 Bingaman-Burt/Charman/North 
Overview of requirements

professional presentation (see Oral_Presentation_Tips.pdf on blog)

W 2/4 and T 2/5 

Each student gives an oral presentation with projected visuals. First round of presentations will be 

on Wednesday 2/4 and Thursday 2/5 to your class/instructor. Be prepared and plan ahead to deliv-

er your .pdf of the presentation in ample time (12–24 hours) before presentation. Do multiple tests! 

Day, time and delivery instructions set by each instructor. A group of students will be chosen from 

the first round of presentations by the faculty to present to the clients on the following days: 

 

Monday 2/9 9–11:50 am  Jimmy’s Cleaners & J+Q BBQ 

Monday 2/9 6:30–9:20 pm  Discovery Garden Daycare + Center for Healing  

    and Rejuvenation 

Tuesday 2/10 2–4:50 pm   Big Body Towing 

 

The projected visuals for your oral presentation are NOT a pdf of the brand book. Create a .pdf of 

key visuals (visual identity, logo and applications) that correspond directly to your talking points. 

Images may be excerpted from the brand book and edited to work well on screen. One caution—

consider projected small type and legibility. Small type its perfect for the brand book (as it does not 

distract from the work) but doesn’t show up well on the screen. Take this into consideration as you 

design your oral presentation.  

   Also important in giving a good presentation: never read off the screen! Face the audience and 

keep your eyes on the client/s and your audience; smile (it relaxes you!); connect with your audi-

ence. Be confident. Practice looking at your audience and in front of people if you can—it can be 

helpful to prepare by creating a similar situation to the one you will be presenting in.

brand book and mock-ups / dummies 

(IMPORTANT: see BrandbookChecklist.pdf, Brandbookexample.pdf + mks_logo_noratravis.pdf on blog)

1) Two copies of the brand book: one for client and one for your instructor

2) In addition to the brand book provide a printed mock up of a one or more deliverables. This could be 

the stationery system, package design or brochure. The printed example must be the actual size on the 

selected paper to represent the idea as close as possible to the real thing.

   

digital / pdf  / flickr  / client delivery specs  

1)  Pdf of professional presentation

2)  Pdf of brand book  

The brand book must be treated as an actual or ‘real’ piece: no crop marks or extraneous elements;  

3-d objects are to be photographed and/or identities must be photoshopped into/onto actual environ-

ments or on objects. Burn to CD — no jewel cases please!

3) As needed digital files in proper format for delivery to printer/sign maker/web developer

4) Post individual images mark and brand expressions to flickr

CLIENT
PRESENTATION 

TIMES


